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Admissions Consulting
Our network of admissions experts offer not only college admissions counseling packages, but also:
	College application essay assistance
	K-12 Private school application coaching
	College transfer guidance



Learn More

Test Prep
We believe the most effective test prep strategy is to analyze, optimize and personalize the studying process with the use of our award-winning test prep workbooks and experienced test prep tutors.
	SAT and ACT tutoring
	Workbooks and Practice Tests for entrance exams
	Optimal test outcomes


Learn More

Tutoring
Our expansive network of rigorously screened educators is available to provide one-on-one tutoring on a wide variety of subjects. We also offer test-prep tutoring for a range of exams, including ISEE and SSAT.
	Peer tutors are in the top of their class
	Professional tutors have advanced degrees
	Online and In-Person tutoring options


Learn More
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Some featured items from our Bookstore:
Quantitative Comparisons/Reasoning Elementary Workbook

$
59.00


New York City Gifted & Talented Practice Test 1 Kindergarten Entry

$
59.00


Intermediate SCAT™ — Workbook (Grades 4-5) New!

$
69.00


Elementary SCAT™ — Workbook (Grades 2-3)

$
69.00




Check out our Bookstore 

Testimonials
"As an international student I was completely in the dark regarding the admissions process to U.S. colleges. My admissions expert created an admissions and testing plan for me that was easy for my family and I to follow. I got into my first choice College!"
- 
Rice
Madelyn


"My daughter’s high school guidance counselor was too busy to give her the attention she needed. Aristotle’s team began advising Lexi after 9th grade by helping her to choose her summer activities, courses and when it was time they customized a college list that was perfect for her. She would have been delighted to attend any of the universities they suggested because they really knew her."
- 
Nitzsche
Elisabeth


"Jay R. is an excellent tutor. He has connected with my son at a peer level which has helped my child to be open to working with him. Jay has really helped to keep my son focused on his homework and does a nice job teaching him concepts he does not understand. He is always punctual and very polite and kind! Nice job selecting such a fine student as a tutor! I would recommend him to others!"
- 
Mills
Theo


"Our daughter’s tutor was able to make preparation for private school admissions testing fun. Her teaching materials were colorful and engaging and our daughter actually looked forward to her weekly sessions. We were absolutely thrilled with her scores."
- 
Oberbrunner
Cydney


"I cannot say enough good things about Michael and the wonders that she has worked with my son Sam. He is now receiving 3/3 on his BCRs. I would like for Aristotle Circle Peers to know that I have used After School Programs, Resource Teachers, and Teachers to tutor Sam, but nothing seemed to work. Michael is truly a God send."
- 
Walker
Patricia


"Our tutor made sure to understand our son’s learning style and personality so that his test preparation for college would be without stress and effective. Brandon’s scores increased dramatically and he actually enjoyed the process and is very proud of his accomplishment."
- 
Hackett
Zakary
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Let's Get Started?
Complete the form below or call us at
1.800.467.0895


Interested in:TutoringAdmissionsTest PrepNot Sure




Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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New client?
Register Here
Want to
Join the team?


Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.




Already have account?
Login Here
Want to
Join the team?


Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.



Interesting in tutoring or admission services:

Tutoring
Admission




Already have account?
Login Here
Want to
Join the team?


Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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